Sensitile Systems®

Z-Clip Attachment Guide
for Resin Panels
About the Panels
Sensitile® resin panels are proprietary polymer/resin materials, manufactured
exclusively at Sensitile’s Michigan facility. These panels are a layered composite which
is produced to the specified color, thickness, grain direction, core pattern, surface finish
and other unique properties. Our materials are used for a wide variety of applications
within the commercial and residential built environment.
Since our panels are laminated, they have a fair bit of flexibility to them. Because of this,
they take some of the form of what they are attached to. This quality is illustrated below,
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where you can see a 5’ x 2’ panel with 1-3/8” thickness clamped over a 1” tall block.

When uninstalled, it is not uncommon for panels to bend in response to changes in
temperature and humidity. This is nothing to worry about however, because the proper
attachment methods are stronger than the panel’s need to bend and will flatten it out.
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Standard Detail
Below is a drawing of our standard z-clip attachment detail. Please note that connection
consists of 2 parts: 1) a z-clip attached to the panel (red) and 2) a z-clip attached to the
substrate (green) such as a wall or millwork. This guide will review how to attach the
z-clip to the panel.
The z-clip is directional, so it is critical to pay attention to which way it is being attached
to the panel. The lifted off side (open end) of the z-clip should be oriented so that it is
parallel to and facing what you want to be the bottom of the panel.

TOP OF Z-CLIP
(MARK THIS EDGE ON PANEL)
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CONT. Z-CLIP IN FULL BED OF
STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
(SCIGRIP SG300 SERIES
METHACRYLATE ADHESIVE
OR EQUIV.)

MATING Z-CLIP WITH
MOUNTING HOLES ( TO BE
DRILLED ON SITE BY OTHER)

SENSITILE SYSTEMS
PANEL

MECHANICAL FASTENERS
(PROVIDED BY OTHER)

DETAIL A - STANDARD Z-CLIP
SECTION VIEW

ur order will commence after we receive an
igned and dated) of these shop drawings.
Fax #:313-872-6315
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Step 1: Mark the Panel
Determine where you want the z-clips to go. A minimum of 2 rows of z-clips will be needed
for any panel, though for taller panels (over 4’) we recommend using 3 or more rows of
z-clips. Z-clips should be kept 3” from the edges of the panel and 3”-12” from the top and
bottom of the panel for the top and bottom rows. If you would like a recommendation as
to where to place your z-clips on the panel, please don’t hesitate to call us. Longer spans
of z-clips will offer greater support than shorter ones.
Once you have decided where you would like the z-clips to go, it is time to measure and
mark the panel. These marks will serve as a guide for placing the z-clips and should
indicate where the top of the z-clip will go. Panels with white protect can easily be marked
with a sharpie. It is important to use a square to ensure straight and true lines. If the
z-clip is not perpendicular to the panel edges then the panel will not hang straight.

measure and mark the panel

draw a straight
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guideline
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Step 2: Rough the Surface
To help the z-clip properly adhere to the panel, it is important to roughen the surface.
Sand paper (60 grit) can be used to carefully roughen the area under the line where the
z-clip and glue will be applied. Once sanded, it is important to clean the surface with a
pH neutral cleaner such as Sparkle or Novus #1 to remove any loose dirt. Popular glass
cleaners such as Windex can contain alcohols and solvents and should not be used.

roughen the surface

clean the roughened

with sand paper

surface after
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sanding
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Step 3: Prepare Z-Clips
All z-clips should be cut to size before being applied to the panel. Make sure to double
check your dimensions to ensure a good fit. Z-clips should be cleaned with a pH neutral
cleaner and dry fit on the panel. The grooved side of the z-clip should be facing towards
the panel with the open end of the z-clip facing towards the bottom of the panel.

cut z-clips to
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length

dry fit z-clips on panel with the grooved side
facing the panel back

clean and wipe
dry the z-clips
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Step 4: Adhere Z-Clips
Once the z-clips have been cleaned and dry fit, flip them over to expose the grooved side.
Run a line of adhesive down the length of the z-clip, making sure to stay closer to the
top of the z-clip than the bottom. The adhesive will need to be a structural adhesive - we
recommend using the Scigrip SG300 series methacrylate adhesive or an equivalent.

flip z-clips over

run a continuous

exposing grooved

line of adhesive

side
top of z-clip

After the adhesive has been applied to the z-clips, flip them over and use the guide marks
you made on the panel to place them. When placing the z-clip,start by firmly pressing
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the bottom side first to ensure that the adhesive will not ooze into the mating portion of
the z-clip (the open side). Press firmly with a small side to side motion to get the best
possible connection.

start by pressing the
bottom side first

bottom of
z-clip

press firmly with a small
side to side motion
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Step 5: Finalizing
Once attached, quickly double check the location and the spacing from the edge, making
sure that the z-clip is flush with the drawn line. Also double check to make sure that no
adhesive has made its way into the inside of the z-clip. If it has, it should be cleaned
immediately or else the z-clip will not be able to properly engage. Use blue tape to hold the
z-clips in place as the adhesive is drying. Be sure to read the manufacturer’s instructions
for the adhesive for the full cure time. Once cured, the blue tape can be removed and the
panels can be installed.

use blue tape
to hold in place
while drying
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check the open side to make sure
none of the adhesive came through

If you have any questions about this process, please do not hesitate to contact us. We
are always happy to help.
Thank You,
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(313) 872-6314
production@sensitile.com

